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Abstract: Nowadays, almost all of the people in the world consider and know the role of modern 
information technologies in the different process of organization and society. It is being felt that the 
organizations of our country, based on the trend of gradual movement toward the global markets and 
change in the structure of management system, considered these technologies. The most important 
factors of success in the organizations are the existence of informational systems in different units and 
departments such as marketing section. These systems collect the required information of managers by 
the various methods as the managers can use them. For this reason, the present paper studies the effect 
of information-systems of markets on how to create competitive advantage in the industrial companies. 
The statistical society of this paper is 106 managers of Arak industrial company and in this field, the 
relevant assumptions about the effectiveness of market information systems, organizational 
responsiveness, innovation strategy, competitive marketing advantage, the used financial performance 
in the marketing unit were presented.  The method of this study is measuring – descriptive and also 
functional. For collecting data and analyzing them, a questionnaire contains of 25 questions and 
modeling of structural equations and also Liserel Software were used, respectively. It is concluded that 
the organizations through organizational responsiveness and innovation strategy can changes the 
market information system into the marketing competitive advantage which increases the financial 
performance.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 In the today’s society, information processing is a social practice or activity. Without enough knowledge 
and information about market, the taken marketing decisions do not reach the desirable result, the new products 
may introduce into the markets and if the request toward them is less and insignificant, they will face failure and 
the products may deliver to the markets which are apparently attractive as the consumers of the other markets 
select them more and … often, these consequences are the result of taken marketing decisions based on the false 
information (San- Hsing and Ming- Hsiung, 1995). 
 On the other hand, the information which is very accurate will be problematic as the information which is 
false. Therefore, in this field, a system must be used which reports the required information at the appropriate 
time to the related users. Nowadays, the complaint of marketers is toward the shortage of accurate information 
or the excess of false information, and the problem of managers in these days is not the shortage of information 
but they are merged into the information, and for removing this problem, a good marketing information system 
must create a balance between the required information of managers, in one hand, and the information which is 
possible to provide them, practically, on the other hand. In the marketing information system, the data collecting 
was not a mere goal and this task does not improve the ability of managers (Binayee  B Surya, 2005). 
 Information technology has provided some advantages for various industries such as speed (being fast) in 
operation, stability in data and information access and its transfer or exchange (Stewart and et al, 2003). Arak is 
one of the main industrial centers in our country, Iran, and the industrial companies in Arak are the most 
important industrial units in this province. It is being expected to present the value of market information 
systems in the present industrial companies in the industrial towns of numbers1 & 2 in Arak and how to create 
its competitive advantage as an essential basis in all organizations until we can handle the relative preferences in 
this new source by using the modern market information systems and by providing the competitive advantage 
opportunities to the competitors.  
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Literature Review: 
Market Information System: 
 Philip Cathler defined the market information system as a structure contains of individuals, equipments, 
and Procedures for collecting, classifying, analyzing, evaluating and distributing the on-time accurate and 
required information of marketing decision makers. A market information system is not only a center for saving 
all information related to the customers but also must be able to collect, save and analyze the related information 
to the marketing merge, competitors, environmental macro-variables, and internal information and documents 
(Kotler,1997). A market information system contains of information related to the customers’ needs, 
competitors and markets’ changes and refers to the sharing of information across the company (Wei and Wang 
2011). 
 
Organizational Responsiveness: 
 The responsive organizations have an effective response feature to the changes and are able to use the 
opportunities and change the threats into opportunities. This feature means rapid responsiveness is being 
considered as a strategic approach toward success regarding the new and different rules and conditions (Sharifi 
and Zhang, 1999). This capability means the usage of market knowledge in order to exploit the useful 
opportunities in a changing market (Sutton and  Klein, 2003). Responding the market’s changes and the 
preventive measures of a company is in the interaction with the external environment (Wei and Wang 2011). 
 
Innovation Strategy: 
 Innovation strategy refers to the amount of new innovative ideas and testing them with the new ways or 
novel approaches to the different activities of an organization (Wei and Wang 2011). 
 One of the most important parts of initiative is a way toward innovation which is being determined by the 
members of that organization who are interested to consider creativity with innovation.  Based on this approach, 
Hooley & Halt (1998) defined two innovations:  
- initiative and 
- capacity for creativity  
 They observed that innovation with the capacity of a company is associated with creativity which considers 
the new idea of processes and products (Hurley and Hult,1998). Innovation is useful for improving the 
innovative capacity. In 1991, Damanpoor came to this conclusion that approach toward changes systematically 
is related to the innovation (Damanpour,1991). In the process of strategy, we should consider that each company 
must distinguish itself from competitors by investing on the weakness points and providing or presenting the 
best value to its customers (Jain and Puni,1987). 
 
Competitive Marketing Advantage: 
 Increasingly usage of information technology during the recent decades improved the performance in most 
of the fields and basic changes in the organizations. Information technology as a competitive gun can increase 
the unity or integrity increase between organization’s activities in terms of customers’ expectations and new 
management discussions (Sharifi and Zhang, 1999). Most of the competitive companies attempt to use the 
provided benefits or advantages for creating the competitive situation in the export markets and this helps them 
to be success in their products’ export (Moen, 2001). 
 
Financial Performance: 
 The criterions for measuring the financial performance are; profitability, returns on assets (ROA), and 
return on capital (ROC) (Wei and Wang 2011). The companies having cost – advantage create the more value 
for their customers via presenting the services and products with less price. The physical sources such as 
modern equipments and advanced technologies can increase the production volume and decrease the production 
cost (Koksal and Ozgul, 2009). Nowadays, the financial scales of improved performance and the concept of 
added economical value have reached a prominent place. Based on this concept, when it does not cover the 
obtained benefit (gain) of capital, therefore, it did not create a value for its beneficiaries.   
 For this reason, the performance variables are: quality, productivity, profitability, market share, capital 
return and general performance (Dess and Robinson, 1984). 
 During the recent years, different subjects toward information systems were studied and some of them are 
as the following: 
 - A survey about “marketing information system in the big companies of U.S.A” was done in Feb. 2000 
which is a new guideline in order to establish the marketing information system. This study proposed a process 
for receiving the just-in-time information from environment which increases the competition (Eldon, 2000). 
 - The other survey about “geographical information system as a type of marketing information system” was 
done in April 2000 in which a marketing information system was presented a supporting system of decision-
making and refers that a marketing information system was designed for assisting the marketing information 
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system and this system (via marketing information system) is able to collect information through different 
sources for multiple decision makings (Ronald L Hessa, 2000). 
 - The other survey about “studying the marketing information system, decision-making supporting system 
and professional systems in the companies having a marketing background in U.S.A” was done in April 2002 
and some of its main issues are as the following: 
1- The usage level of marketing information systems, decision-making supporting system and professional 
systems in marketing 
2- Distinguishing these systems in the marketing activities 
This above study determined the level of advancement, usage and capability of these systems in the marketing 
(Higby and Badie, 2002). 
- The other survey about “efficiency of the marketing information system: taken from self-concept theory” was 
done in May 2002 and based on the decision of marketing information, some of the issues are presented as the 
following: 
- Paying attention to the external information sources such as customers, competitors and cost.  
- Information is being obtained face to face, mostly. 
- Information distribution in some cases is being done practically and in the other cases, is being done 
accidentally.  
- when  the need to the decision making about the external environment is being felt, marketing information 
system delivers the valuable information to the management (William R Dillon and Charles, 2002). 
- the other research about “behavioral aspects of marketing information system” was done in May 2003 and 
based on a study which was done on 84 marketing information system users in 33 companies, the relationship 
between this system and behavioral, organizational factors, personality dimensions were studied (Jobber & 
Watts, 2003). 
- The other research about “designing a market information system for better performance, innovative strategy 
role and organizational responsiveness” was done in 2011 based on a study which was done on 180 companies 
in 9 cities of China, the effects between this system and organizational responsiveness, innovation strategy, 
competitive marketing advantage, and financial performance were studied (Wei and Wang 2011). 
 
Theoretical Framework: 
 This study was done in terms of Way and Wang article. And the studied 5 variables are as the following:  
 Market information system: contains the information related to the needs of customers, competitors and 
changes in the markets and also refers to the sharing of information across the company.  
 Organizational responsiveness: means responding to the markets’ changes and preventive measures of a 
company are in interaction with the external environment. 
 Innovation strategy: the concept of innovative strategy (based on the management view) refers to the 
strategic measures of a company in order to respond to the market’s changes.  
 Competitive marketing advantage: refers to the doing the strategic important activities to the competitors in 
the best way.  
 Financial performance: the criterions for measuring the financial performance are: profitability, returns on 
assets (ROA), and return on capital (ROC) 
 Based on these studies, we can present the following hypothesis about market information system and 
marketing competitive advantage (Wei and Wang 2011): 
- H1: market information system of perceived service has a positive effect on the organizational 
responsiveness 
- H2: market information system has a positive effect on innovation strategy 
- H3: innovation strategy has a positive effect on the organizational responsiveness 
- H4: organizational responsiveness and innovation strategy has a positive effect on the competitive 
marketing advantage. 
- H5: competitive marketing advantage has a positive effect on the financial performance. 
 
Method: 
 The method of this paper is descriptive which described the features of a sample and then generalized these 
features into the statistical society. These kinds of researches are in various types but in this paper, the 
measuring one has been used. By using this method, the relationship between  variables was described, 
predicted and analyzed. Therefore, it can be said that the method of this study is measuring – descriptive and 
functional.  
 
Collecting Data Method: 
 In this paper for collecting information and achieving the aims, an anonymous questionnaire taken from the 
article of Wei and Wang (2011) & Amado (2010) has been used which is being completed y the directors, senior 
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managers of marketing units, sales, commercial and financial units of industrial companies. The questions are 
being included in the form of items and each items  of this questionnaire in terms of main aim and the related 
questions was considered and consequently the answer of each question is accounted as a step toward 
accomplishing the main aim of this paper. The questionnaire contains of 25 questions as the below table:  
 

 
Fig. 1: Theoretic model.  
 
Table 1: Questions. 

Row Variable in question Number of questionnaire answers 
1 competitive marketing advantage 4-1 
2 innovation strategy 8-5 
1 market information system 16-9 
3 organizational responsiveness 20-17 
4 financial performance 25-21 

 
Statistical Society, Sample Volume & Sampling Method: 
 The statistical society of this paper contains of all senior managers of industrial companies in the industrial 
towns of 1 & 2 in Arak which have market information system in May 2012. The sample volume was calculated 
using Cochrane Formulae and based on this equation, this volume is evaluated about 100. For information 
collecting, a randomized classifying sampling method was used and the number of sample volume contributed 
to each of these three categories is as the following: 
 
Table 2: The number of contributed samples. 

Row  Number companies having market 
information system

number of  contributed samples 

1st class The companies located in the 
industrial town of Khomein 

junction

9860 

2nd class The companies located in the 
industrial center and Tehran 

Road

3119 

3rd class The companies located in the 
industrial town of Eyback 

Abad

35 21 

total  164 100 

 
Data Analysis Method: 
 One of the most important methods in analyzing data is multi variant method, because this type of issues is 
multi variant and it is not possible to solve them by a bi-variant method. Liserel or SEM (Structural equation 
modeling) is a powerful multi variant technique from the group of multi variant regression or is a General linear 
model which allows researchers to do some of the regression equations simultaneously. In this research, this 
method (LISREL) was used.  
 
Result: 
 Analysis as a scientific step and substantial base of every research control all research activities until result 
achievement, in other words, analyzing the result is a method through which all processes of research from 
problem selection to result achievement could be controlled. To analyze this research hypothesizes and based on 
presented model, to analyze effect of existent elements on each other, structural equations have been used.  
 As shown in Fig. 2 variables which have been defined in model are independent in one equation and 
dependent in another one and this cause interconnection and intertwining of equations in this figure. Therefore, 
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all of equations should be considered concurrently.  In fact, this group of equations determines hypothesized 
relations between latent variables in model, and through its indefeasibility, standardized regression coefficients 
are calculated (B, route coefficients). Also to evaluate significance of each coefficient, t-test is utilized and 
related values are exhibited in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2: T-test value for each coefficient. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Estimated value for each route coefficient. 
 
Evaluating Effect of Variables on Each Others: 
 Brief results of structural equations, include route coefficients and related T value, are shown in following 
table. Table 3 shows direct effects of latent independent variables on dependent ones and direct effects of latent 
dependent variables on dependent ones. 
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Table 3: Direct effects of latent variables on each others. 
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Parameters Relation Hypothesis 

Significant 96 /1  >26/ 3  26/ 3  75 /0  γ V1                 V2 H1 

Significant 96 /1  >10/ 3  10/ 3  47 /0  γ V1                 V3 H2 

Significant 96 /1  >42/ 2  42/ 2  47 /0  β V3                 V2 H3 

Significant 96 /1  >44/ 2  44 /2  51 /0  β V2                 V4 H4 

Significant 96 /1  >75/ 2  75/ 2  58 /0  β V3                 V4 H4 

Significant 96 /1  >39/ 4  39/ 4  70/ 0  β 
V4                 V5 

H5 

 
Goodness of Fit Tests: 
 When a model has sufficient theoretical background, in the next step it is time to assess the proportion of 
this model with collected data by the researcher. Therefore some of goodness of fit tests, used for this research 
data and model, are surveyed. 
 
A) Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA):   

 This index is based on 2  eccentric parameter and is less impressible by sample size. RMSEA could 

evaluate average of unfitness per each degree of freedom. In this paper, this value is equal to:     
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.064 
Because RMSEA= 0.064, therefore this research data fit to this model relatively good enough. 
 
B) Goodness of Fit (GFI) and Adjusted Goodness of Fit (AGFI): 
 These values are impressible by sample size and for models which have been poorly determined could be 
high. Values higher than 0.9 for these indexes, indicate fitness of data to this model is adequate. Values gained 
for this model are equal to:      
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = 0.91 
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) = 0.92 
Both items show that this research data fit the model near sufficiently.  
 
C) Root Mean Square Residual (PMSR) and (SRMR):  
 Lower than 0.08, implies good fitness of model on the data.  
In this paper values gained via software are as following:  
Root Mean Square Residual (RMR) = 0.044 
Standardized RMR = 0.039 
 As seen in this paper PMR value is equal to 0.044 which is sufficient and SRMR value is equal to 0.039 and 
has required value.  
 
D) Normed Fit Index (NFI), Non- normed Fit Index (NNFI) and Comparative Fit Index (CFI): 
 Values higher than 0.9 for these indexes imply good fitness of model on the data. Values gained for these 
indexes are equal to:  
Normed Fit Index (NFI) = 0.83 
Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) =0.93  
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) =0.94  
Incremental Fit Index (IFI) =0.94  
Value of indexes are higher than 0.9, therefore this data could fit the model relatively good. 
 
Conclusion: 
 Based on the analysis of the above mentioned data using Liserel method and by confirming the entire 
mentioned hypothesis, it was observed that all variables have a significant relationship and have a positive and 
direct effect on each other. Finally, it can be said that companies via strategic measures such as organizational 
responsiveness and innovation strategy, strategic sources such as market information system can change it into a 
marketing competitive advantage which increases the financial performance.  
 The attention of companies in their decision making (s) depends on the role of compiled and mechanized 
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information, segmentation and establishing an information bank or customer’s profile such as statistical features, 
needs, desires, sales’ pattern, preferences of sale’s channel and the individual behaviors of customers, 
profitability capability and potential; the distinct orientation to the competitors will be done by using the various 
viewpoints of managers and employees, the continuous learning from environment, detecting the market’s needs 
and creating the valuable and novel ways and also they should attempt to adjust the expectations of customers 
with their performance. 
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Appendix Serqual Questionnaire For Customer Satisfaction Evaluation: 
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1)   Competitive marketing advantage 

     Our products or services are very well liked by our customers 1 

     Our products or services are competitive in pricing 2 

     Our company has a highly efficient distribution or marketing channel 3 
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     Our promotional activities are very effective 4 
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2)   Innovation strategy 

     Our company pays close attention to innovation 5 
     

Our company emphasizes the need for innovation in our strive for development 6 

     Our company pays close attention to the development and utilization of new 
resources 

7 

     The leaders of our company dare to innovate and take risks 8 
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3)    market information system   (Market information generation) 

     Our company gets to know changes in customers' needs in a timely manner 9 

     Our company frequently asks for customers' opinions on our products and 
services 

10 

     Our company pays constant attention to changes in the industry (such as 
competition, technology and legislature, etc.) 

11 

     

Our company regularly investigates what potential effects market conditions 
(such as legislature and economic situations) have on our customers 

12 
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4) market information system   (Market  information sharing) 

     Our marketing  staff  regularly discuss customers' needs with other 
departments 

13 

     If  major  changes  occur  on customers  in our industry, our company will 
know  about  it  promptly 

14 

     Customers' suggestions and   comments are regularly distributed to all 
departments 

15 

     If a certain department gets to know where our competitors are going, other 
departments will be notified promptly 

16 
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5) Organizational responsiveness 

     Our company quickly reacts to price changes of competitive products 17 

     Our company values changes in customers' needs 16 

     Our company regularly evaluates if product development would satisfy 
customers' needs 

19 

     
Our company pays close attention to customer complaints 20 
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6) Financial Performance 

     Our company has a return on investment is better than last year. 21 

     Our company has a return on assets is better than last year. 22 
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     Our company has a better advantage against competitors than last year. 23 

     Our company has the capability to better profitability compared to last year. 24 

     Our company's income is better than last year 25 

 
 
 


